Over the years, Pittsburgh has transformed into a city where tech start-ups thrive, foodies indulge and businesses blossom; where miles of hiking trails and public parks surround the city’s stunning skyline and, where the arts flourish. Pittsburgh continues to grow, adding to its already accomplished list of restaurants, attractions and other developments.

**The TRYP Hotel:** Lawrenceville, the city’s uniquely vibrant neighborhood with undeniable charm and a flair for culture, welcomed its first boutique hotel just steps from fabulous eateries, art galleries and local shops. The TRYP Hotel features 108 guest rooms, two restaurants, three event spaces and a rooftop bar with gorgeous skyline views. It is Pittsburgh’s first art-focused hotel and features work by more than 30 local artists.

**Centre District:** The redevelopment of the former Civic Arena site will break ground in 2020. Spearheaded by the Pittsburgh Penguins, this project will include a hotel, an entertainment venue, retail space and housing units.

**Gi-Jin:** Pittsburgh’s prolific Chef Richard DeShantz is reshaping his Downtown restaurant map with a Japanese-influenced raw bar that elevates locals’ sushi experience. Accompanied by the juniper-forward spirit gin, Gi-Jin’s exclusively sushi offerings incorporate classic Japanese flavor with fresh ingredients sourced domestically and internationally.

**The Stacks at 3 Crossings:** This development reconnects the historic Strip District neighborhood to the natural amenities of a revitalized riverfront and Pittsburgh’s Three Rivers Trail. The expansion represents the transformation of the former trucking yards of Pittsburgh’s past into a sustainable neighborhood of the future. The site will include an outdoor events plaza and retail and office space, as well as direct access to the riverfront trail.

**Downtown Movie Theater:** The Pittsburgh Cultural Trust is opening a six-screen, first-run movie theater inside a historic athletic club Downtown. Movies are expected to start running in 2021 after the multimillion-dollar reconstruction of the building is complete.

**MuseumLab:** The Children’s Museum of Pittsburgh opened its newest museum geared toward kids 10 and older. The museum includes a Studio Lab where visitors can unleash their inner artist, a Make Lab where equipment is available for kids to build things both digitally and physically and a Tech Lab that allows guests to collaborate and interact with technologies from Google, virtual reality programs plus much more.